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Icebreaker

Why interested in kink?
 To see what others are interested in
 Meet other kinky aces

What interests you about kink?
 Low-key interests
 Exploring who them selves are
 Exploring interests
 Experiences that make interest
 Difficulty reconciling asexuality and kink

Challenges for Aces/Aros in the Community
 No simple way of finding others
 Looking for people with similar preferences
 Finding those who can separate kink and sex
 Finding your limits
 Guilt about being in the community
 Access to the Community
 Sense of Trust
 Worry of being hurt (Safety)

How to Stay Safe
 Consent and Communication
 Vist them in person first
 Read the Literature surrounding (See below) 
 Common Sense
 Find references for people you met
 Research specific play before engaging
 Plan for if something goes wrong
 Write out things you are unable to verbalize
 Plan activities before hand
 Check-ins (Being OK with what your partner does not want via communication)
 If you are top make sure things ok even if the partner is not using safeword (be aware)

Aftercare
 Toolbox for your safety/needs (calm down)
 Benefits your own well being
 Have things that make you conftable after
 Both parties check in to see if they are ok/reconnect
 Make sure everyone is still ok with the activity

What is the Appeal?
 Sensory (Being in control/taken care of)
 Enjoy the Psychology of play
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 Like the feeling of bounding someone/being bound, inflicting/receiving pain
 Exploring different types of relationships (Queerplatonic, Polyamory)
 Exploring Identity

How has kink interacted with other identities?(Race, Gender, Neuro divergence (etc)
 Difficulty not knowing what happens in kink, but trust helps
 Different environments can cause problems in community
 Concerns about safety given identity
 Anxiety from meeting new people
 Line between kink and self harm
 More open to no romantic relationships

Sources for Kink from the meeting:
 RACK, Consent, talking to organizers, Building up honest communication 
 Munches; FDsa, DeviantU, (TNG) The Next Generation. 
 Asexual Kinky Youtube; evie lupine,morgan thorne 
 https://acezinearchive.wordpress.com/
 kinbaku salon 
 https://torontokinbakusalon.com/
 Good for her, nookie is the sex store that does workshops 

https://torontokinbakusalon.com/
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